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Learning Journal Review 

 

by Christina Archbold 

 

“Soul and Initiation” 

 

“But how are you to see into a virtuous Soul and know its loveliness? Withdraw into yourself 
and look. And if you do not find yourself beautiful yet, act as does the creator of a statue 
that is to made beautiful: he cuts away here, he smooths there, he makes this line lighter, 
this other purer, until a lovely face has grown upon his work… labour to make all one glow of 
beauty and never cease chiselling your statue, until there shall shine out on you from it the 
godlike splendour of virtue, until you shall see the perfect goodness surely established in the 
stainless shrine.” 

Plotinus ‘Enneads’ I.6, ix1 

 

 

 

Collage - 24th September 2016, in anticipation of the MA in Myth, Cosmology and the Sacred starting. 

 
1 MacKenna, 1991. 
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Introduction 

Doing justice to this review of my Learning Journal requires a level of self-disclosure not usual in an 

academic essay, but transformative learning theory and practice provides support for this type of 

enquiry. As Dirkx says:  

In exploring the nature of deep learning…my interests revolve around a kind of learning that 
integrates our experiences of the outer world, including the experience of texts and subject 
matter, with the experience of our inner worlds. Although my focus is unabashedly on the 
subjective, the goal is to develop understanding of this subjective world that is 
fundamentally human and archetypal. (Dirkx, 2006 p.3). 

He asserts the need to move beyond the thoughts, beliefs and values that we are fully conscious of 

into: 

That shadowy inner world, that part of our being that shows up in seemingly disjointed, 
fragmentary, and difficult to understand dreams, of spontaneous fantasies that often break 
through to consciousness in the middle of carefully orchestrated conversion, deep feelings 
and emotions that erupt into our waking lives with a force that surprises us, let alone those 
who know us. (Dirkx, 2006 p.3). 

 In reviewing the content of my journal, I have attempted to pull together disjointed and 

fragmentary snippets into a coherent narrative that integrates my inner and outer worlds. Finding a 

way to frame this has not been easy. I considered using the metaphor of the ‘Hero’s Journey’, a 

pattern of mythic story telling devised from the work of Joseph Campbell and C. G. Jung (Vogler, 

2007), but this is predicated on a linear pattern, one which I have come to understand as inimical to 

the expression of Soul. The metaphor that does spring to mind is that of the labyrinth, which is 

probably a well-worn cliché for essays such as this, but nonetheless appropriate.  
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2Versluis notes that Peter Gabriel’s ‘lyrics often reflect characteristically Gurdjieffian3 themes and 

symbols, but who has not to my knowledge opening written or spoken about this connection.’ 

(Versluis, 2007 p.163n.). This was something I didn’t know until researching this essay, despite 

having been a fan of Peter Gabriel since the 1970s. His music has always been numinous for me:  

 
2 ‘Carpet Crawlers’ is from ‘The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway’ (1974) by Genesis. It is described as the 
“Ulysses” of progressive rock concept albums by The New Yorker Magazine 
(https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/the-ulysses-of-concept-albums). There is much debate about the 
meaning of the overall story told by it but seen from an esoteric point of view it clearly describes a Shamanic 
Initiation complete with genital dismemberment reminiscent of the myth of Osiris. Again, something I only 
became cognisant of when writing this essay. It’s little wonder that at the time his band mates (and fans) 
couldn’t make head nor tail of it! 
3 G. Ivanovich Gurdjieff (1866-1949), ‘a controversial figure who may have spent several years studying in a 
“dervish” [Sufi] monastery in central Asia…[he] established a centre for spiritual training…[and] wrote a 
number of long and seemingly impenetrable books…[teaching] that humanity for the most part is “asleep” and 
needs to be awakened.’ (Versluis, 2007 p.157). 
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The inner world reveals its presence through art, poetry, music…often we are drawn to such 
works in inexplicable ways, held captive by them for varying lengths of time, seemingly 
spellbound by their messages – our inner worlds refracted through the lens of image and 
metaphor and story. (Dirkx, 2006 p.4) 

I am also becoming increasingly aware as I write this essay that ‘reality is not separate, self-

contained and thus able to be ‘objectively’ examined. Instead, it unfolds and becomes intelligible to 

itself with the active participation of the human mind.’ (Harpur, 2002 p.220). As I write, things are 

taking on meaning and resonance I was not previously present to, so this too has become a work of 

soul. 

A Daemon Leads the Way 

I tumbled onto the course almost by accident. In June 2016, a friend persuaded me to have a private 

reading with a Spiritualist medium, a new experience for me - being very sceptical about the role of 

the dead in the lives of the living. Thankfully, rather than dead relatives, the medium immediately 

channelled an old medieval monk in a white habit with a black cloak. She saw him sitting on a bench 

with a huge book on his lap and when she asked his name he replied, ‘You can call me Albert’. He 

then refused to say anything else, and she felt he was being rather tetchy. It was a short reading.  

Going home on the bus I had the insight that if he was a medieval monk, then his name would have 

been Latinized to Albertus. One Google search later I discovered Albertus Magnus, the great 

medieval scholar and mentor of Thomas Aquinas4. I’d never heard of him, but he is credited with 

founding Cologne University and when I saw the photos of his modern-day statues on their campus 

– there he was sitting with a big book in his lap. As a Dominican he would have worn a white habit 

with a black cappa. It was an uncanny feeling, one that increased exponentially when I discovered an 

apocryphal story about him making an automaton called ‘Android’ – a talking brass head that his 

pupil Thomas Aquinas reputedly smashed because he didn’t like its answers.5 

In a bizarre collision of past and present, Google’s operating system for its mobile devices is called 

Android6, and my partner spent seven years working for Google.  

 
4 Albertus Magnus (?1200-1280 CE) is a Saint and Doctor of the Catholic Church who lived and worked in 
Cologne. 
5 Eliphas Levi talks about this story being an allegory: ‘The android was primitive scholasticism, which was 
broken by the SUMMA of St. Thomas, that daring innovator who first substituted the absolute law of reason 
for arbitrary divinity, by formulating an axiom which we cannot repeat too often, since it comes from such a 
master: “A thing is not just because God wills it, but God wills it because it is just”.’ (Levi, 1896 Chp. XVI). 

6 Android is the name of a company Google bought out in 2005 which in turn was named after a robot in a 
computer game. The term ‘android’ started appearing in US patents in 1863 to denote small toy human-like 
automatons and it was also used by the French science fiction writer Villiers in his 1886 novel ‘L’Eve Future’. 
The term lives on with George Lucas coining the word 'droid' for the original Star Wars film and Philip K. Dick 
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Albertus was a renowned scholar and produced summaries with commentaries on nearly all of 

Aristotle’s work. His student Ulrich of Strasbourg wrote in the 1260s that he was ‘a man divine in 

every sort of knowledge…and experienced in magic.’7 

 

Albertus Magnus - a fresco by Tommaso da Modena (1352), Church of San Nicola, Trenso, Italy. Two statues of Albertus 
Magnus in the grounds of Cologne University (Source: Wikipedia) 

By the fifteenth century Albertus’ scholarship had earned him the title Magnus (The Great) as well as 

the professional sobriquet, doctor universalis.  However, even in his lifetime he became known for 

delving into forms of knowledge that were excluded or kept peripheral to the curriculum at the 

medieval university. These ‘controverted subjects included specific forms of astrology, alchemy, and 

divination that are commonly designated “learned magic” … Albertus’s engagement in these suspect 

fields was significant enough to have inspired speculation…that he was a magus, a magician.’ 

(Collins, 2010 p.3)8.  

 
using the word "Andy" in his novel “Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?” (https://www.quora.com/How-did-
Android-get-its-name). 
7 Petrus de Prussia “Legenda venerabilis domini Alberti Magni” Cologne 1486/87. BHI 225 GW M32672 quoted 
in Collins, 2010. 
8 See Appendix 1. 
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Although I thought he was just a figment of my 

imagination, I started having written 

‘conversations’ with him in my diary. I was 

ambivalent about communicating with the 

historical (dead) Albertus, but something 

resonated with me and I liked the idea of having a 

Guide who was such a great scholar. 

A couple of weeks later I read an email from the 

Seven Sisters Mystery School – not previously 

having opened email from them since I joined their list in 2014. There I discovered that Marguerite 

Rigogliosa had been on the ‘Faculty of the MA in Myth, Cosmology and the Sacred’ in Canterbury UK. 

I was astonished – I had no idea such a course existed, but on reading the syllabus I knew I had to 

apply despite feeling nervous about doing a Creative Project. When I was accepted with only about 

six weeks to go before the course started, it felt like synchronicity.  

Later in the course I was introduced to the idea of ‘daemons’ and the role and status of Albertus 

became clearer – he is real without being literally so, although I also had the experience of sitting 

alone in a room used for séances and the sleigh bells on the wall (placed there to ‘facilitate spirit 

communication’) gently ringing of their own accord. I saw them physically swaying. The experience 

was in no way scary, and I intuited that perhaps it was Albertus playing. Harpur notes that daemons 

are ‘as much physical as spiritual. The notion that daemons are both material and immaterial is the 

most difficult to grasp.’ (Harpur, 2002 p.5). Socrates (who had his own daemon) is cited as saying: 

‘only through the daemons…is there conversation between men and gods, whether in the waking 

state or during sleep’. (Harpur, 2002 p.6). This helped to resolve the ambivalence I had about 

Albertus and working with spirits9.  

 

 
9 A question I asked in my Learning Journal on 9th October 2016: “If what’s beyond this reality is eternal (no 
time) how can there be past lives? I don’t have a strong enough grasp of metaphysics (yet) to sensibly answer 
this one way or the other.” 

Learning Journal – 7th November 2016 

“I keep wondering about Albertus and how to fully engage with him, seeing as, in some odd and 

totally unexplainable way he seems to be ‘dictating’ directions. He is of course a daemon and not 

a figment – I know that now. Wow. That’s great.  Jung had his Philemon – and I have my 

Bertie…he hates that name btw.” 

CONVERSATION WITH ALBERTUS – 

14TH SEPTEMBER 2016 

Me: And I do wonder if you are just in 

my imagination… 

Albertus: Most certainly I am, but that 

is how I speak to you right now, the 

gentlest, least scaring way I can find… 

- Personal Diary 
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The Collages 

I decided to make collages from the moment I enrolled on the course as I thought this may help ease 

my anxiety about doing a creative project. At the very least these collages would provide some 

material for that and perhaps other insights. I did twelve in all and some of them proved prescient. 

  
Collage - 3rd October 2016 – “Splash”- I had no idea of what was to come 

 

 

This collage was done after the first weekend of the course. Looking at it now it seems that I felt I 

was going into this with my eyes closed that I would receive a wakeup call (dousing with water). The 

Learning Journal Entry – 3rd October 2016 

“When I was doing this collage I just kept being drawn back to those bottles. The image would 

have worked very well without them, but they just had to go on. 

I also notice that all the eyes are closed, apart from the eye in the middle of the picture. 

There’s something Egyptian about this for me…the All-Seeing Eye – it’s not pleasant – I find it 

spooky. 

The water – the shock of feeling will wake you up. The shock of awakening. Look within and 

see, and it might not all be great. 

What’s she going to find in that cupboard?” 
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bottles remain a puzzle to me, but I remember the insistence I felt about their inclusion. There is 

perhaps something about ‘new wine in old bottles’. 

The Neoplatonic Soul  

 

Wilbur (2000) is also a fan of Plotinus making the point that he believes him to be the supreme 

carrier of the ‘torch of nonduality’ and also quotes sources about Plotinus’ domestic life including 

taking in orphans10. When I read this, I was touched, and it immediately humanized Plotinus for me. 

In an instant, what had occurred as dry and academic, took on real life. Perhaps the reason I ‘fell in 

love’ with Plotinus is that I could ‘feel’ him in his words – even despite the variations in the 

translations by various authors – some of them quite different which has opened my eyes to the 

issues of translation11. For me, his soul lives on and he has become a Hero in every sense of that 

word. 

 
10‘From Plato the torch of nonduality…passed most notably to Plotinus (205-270 CE) who gave it one of the 

most complete, most compelling, most powerful statements to be found anywhere at any time, in any form, 
ancient or modern, East or West. “No other mystical thinker,” says William Inge, “even approaches Plotinus in 
power and insight and profound spiritual penetration” …Karl Jaspers writes that “he was called upon as an 
arbiter in quarrels, but never had an enemy. Distinguished men and women on the point of death brought him 
their children to educate and entrusted him with their fortunes to administer. Consequently, his house was full 
of boys and girls”.’ (Wilbur, 2000 pp.341-2) 

11 Compare MacKenna (1991) with O’Brien (1964) with MacKenna and Page (2007). Even MacKenna has 
variations between the different editions. O’Brien is the poet amongst them. 

Learning Journal - 17th November 2016 + 26th January 2017 

“Incredible. Just incredible. All this fantastic stuff about the anima mundi/World Soul, the 

imaginal/imagination as the connection, the language of the heart, the mundus imaginalis, 

daemons, theurgy. Just wonderful. I’m spellbound. It’s all there. AND I NEVER KNEW IT EXISTED. 

How could I never have heard of the Neoplatonists? The idea is that it’s all REAL just not in a 

literal way – that distinction is an utter revelation. Tearful. It all inspires me to get The Barrier 

going again [my novel] – perhaps that’s why I’m on this course? 

I’m in love with Plotinus. Can I say that? Perhaps it’s more intellectual to call it Eros (although I’m 

not sure I quite understand what Eros is beyond the sexual connotations).  Is it weird to gush 

over an ancient philosopher? Probably. Albertus finds it funny. They didn’t know each other of 

course – Plotinus wasn’t translated until Ficino. Still, I hope they would’ve got on even tho’ Albi 

was into Aristotle. I wonder if daemons talk to each other in the Otherworld? “ 
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Collage A - 27th February 2017 – “Soul Room” - I note the same ‘pink head’ as in the first collage – this time with stars 

 

Collage B - 27th February 2017 – “Eve, The Serpent and Cushions” 

Learning Journal – 27th February 2017 

[Collage A] “If my soul was a room would it look like this?”  

[Collage B] “Ancient symbolism here – the serpent. The books masquerading as birds…birds - 

often symbolic of the language of the soul.”  
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Initiation 

 

 

I later come across an article by Philippa Berry where she discusses the significance of Zephyr.12 

 

 
12 From Berry (2005, p. 13) ‘I interpret Botticelli’s painting as being centrally concerned with the motif of 
breath as spiritus: alluding to a secret interior voice, here depicted as a divine afflatus emanating from the 
wind-god Zephyr.’ She goes on to quote Edgar Wind “Zephyr and Mercury represent two phases of one 
periodically recurring process. What descends to the earth as the breath of passion returns to heaven in the 
spirit of contemplation.” (Berry, 2005 p. 13 n.1). This echoes the idea of ‘the fall’? 

Learning Journal – 22nd November 2016 

“How on earth can I join up the gnosis stuff with my ‘ordinary’ life? …what’s there for me is I’ve 

been longing for an initiation for as long as I can remember…” 

Learning Journal – 29th November 2016 

“What’s clear in my mind is the need to move carefully with this kind of learning that activates 

the Soul, it could be dangerous…talking of which I fell off a chair modelling The Primavera (I was 

Zephyr - the West Wind) and banged my head. No major injury – apart from to my pride. OUCH 

again. How many falls is that now? Four?  They don’t happen at home…just in Canterbury. Maybe 

it’s something to do with being reminded I still have a physical body and to not get too into my 

head? Or a wake-up call? Later I have fun with musing on “The Fall” of the soul into matter.  

Maybe the bang on the head is more symbolic than I know…” 

Learning Journal – 29th December 2016 

“DREAM: something about being on a hospital floor – lying on it? It is then cleaned to perfection. 

I think the floor was dirty when I fell on it (or just woke up on it) but it then became sparklingly 

clean. Something about healing? Hope so.” 

Learning Journal – 21st February 2017 

“The weekend in Canterbury was very interesting although I didn’t go to the Saturday evening 

lecture, just too exhausted – I ate and went to bed at 8.00pm but didn’t sleep well. Mad 

undefinable dreams woke up four or five times.  It all occurs like a kind of initiation – what we 

were talking about over the weekend. We also did the ‘Spring Rites’ play – something written by 

a previous participant based on the Eleusinian Mysteries. I’ve also been reading April De Conick  

(2016) on Gnostic initiation…” 
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I was also reading Patrick Harpur – both his ‘The Philosophers’ Secret Fire’ and ‘The Secret Tradition 

of the Soul’. It was in the latter book in the chapter on ‘Soul and Initiation’ that I read the following 

‘actually we all intuitively understand the concrete yet metaphorical nature of shamanic initiation, 

because whenever we suffer the loss of something or someone crucial to us, from a job loss to the 

death of a loved one, we spontaneously use the language of dismemberment.’ (Harpur, 2011 p.174). 

Having read that, I shut my eyes and was half dozing when I had moment of deep ‘other knowing’ – 

an ‘aha’ moment that profoundly changed my perspective on a difficult period in my life - when I 

thought I’d had an undiagnosed nervous breakdown. This had been accompanied by strange and 

unusual phenomena including a sense of disembodiment and dismemberment with my right arm 

continuously ‘floating away’ from me and culminated in seeing my face in the mirror as a horrific 

demon and then melting like wax. I recovered slowly through a combination of rebirthing13, studying 

‘A Course in Miracles’14 and Buddhist meditation, but the impact resonated for years.15 

As Harpur says ‘these are the experiences that can transform our lives forever and for the better if 

we can resist the temptation to sedate them and instead use the enormous energies, they release to 

reassemble ourselves’ (Harpur, 2011 p.174). There is no doubt that I came through this time 

stronger and much wiser. The real transformative moment came when I read this – it so profoundly 

resonated with me that I quote it in full: 

 If we want to initiate ourselves voluntarily, we are faced with a lack of understanding of the 
need for formal rites, as well as the rites themselves. We have to embark on our own path of 
ego-abnegation, perhaps ethically, through hardship and selfless service to others; or 
imaginatively, through patient and deep attention to, and constant celebration of, the 
minutiae of existence – which are not only the prerequisites of art, but of any life in touch 
with the soul.  

There is another way too, by which we instinctively understand the reality of shamanic 
initiation and by which we are automatically initiated – through dreams. Our nightly dip into 
the oceanic unconscious keeps the ego fluid and encourages it to deconstruct itself as it 
takes on different roles and adopts different stances in the dreamworld – starts to realise it 
is only one facet of the great glitter ball of the psyche. If, however, it clings to one facet, as 
the rational ego does, everything else in the unconscious seems hostile… It has to face the 
images it finds so frightening. They will prove harmless, or, if they do not – if they inflict 
damage – that is precisely initiation. All initiation feels, to being with, like breakdown and 
regression; but if the ego surrenders if finds that it is not plunged into madness and chaos, as 

 
13 Rebirthing is a form of alternative therapy based on breathing (now called ‘breathwork’) that was very 
popular in the 1980s, invented by Leonard Orr and popularized in the books of Sondra Ray.  
14 A Course in Miracles is a ‘channelled’ work by Helen Schucman, who was a psychoanalyst and professor of 
Medical Psychology at Columbia University. It was published in 1976.  Kripal (2007 p. 143) notes: ‘A Course’s 
origins can be traced back to Schucman being overwhelmed by a series of highly symbolic dreams and finally 
submitting to a kind of inner-directed writing practice that she came to call the Voice. Freud, Neoplatonism 
and Columbia University all coming together in a mystical writing practice.’ Wapnick (2009) defines the Course 
as a modern gnostic text.  
15 See Appendix 2 for the autobiographical details on this. 
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Jung feared, but as he discovered – into the clarity and precision of a myth. (Harpur, 2011 
pp.174-175 my italics) 

Much of what I experienced during those years was like a waking dream especially the incident in 

the mirror. The work undertaken in rebirthing was done in the trance-like state induced by 

connected breathing and the ‘spiritual’ work of ‘A Course in Miracles’ was all about ‘ego-abnegation’ 

- recognising the ego as ‘a tiny mad idea’ that thinks it’s separate from God.  

The ‘aha’ was in seeing these experiences as a form of initiation. In some ways it’s hard to describe 

what this means to me. But this new context fundamentally changes the meaning of those years, 

and whilst, even at the time, I was able to ‘look for the learning’, this new context provides a much 

deeper sense of meaning. I can frame the sometimes-terrifying phenomena as meaningful and not 

just the random ravings of a disturbed and diseased psyche.  I am no longer the victim of something 

unfortunate but have been initiated into a new way of knowing, where the experience itself is the 

knowing.  Up until this point it had all been about ‘coping’ and ‘recovering’ from an abnormal state. 

Now it’s about Soul ‘doing its’ thing’ and I feel liberated from the heavy shadow of those years. It’s 

an integration, a sense of wholeness, where the Soul and its way of things is not divided against 

what we call the normal and the rational. In this expanded space the experience doesn’t need 

‘fixing’. 

As for finding the myth that Harpur talks about above, I discovered this about a year later when I 

returned to the UK. I was spending a few months living and working on an organic cheese farm in 

Wales, living in an old wooden railway carriage on the side of a hill; a return to nature as a respite 

from the roller coaster of the previous few years. One afternoon, whilst clearing a ditch, I suddenly 

had the experience of a science fiction story spontaneously ‘downloading’ into my imagination. I was 

able to leaf through it like a book in my head and heard the characters ‘speaking’. I spent the next 

twenty years writing it and finally completed it about three years ago16. What perhaps I have done, 

without realising it, is created my own personal myth. Many of the entries in my Learning Journal are 

about returning to writing and getting it published, now with the secure philosophical and 

metaphysical foundations provided by this course. 

 
16 See Appendix 3 for a synopsis. 
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Collage - 20th November 2016 – “The Pen Makes Its Point” 

 

Conclusion 

Unfortunately, there has not been the space to explore the other transformative learning 

experiences I have had: divination and finally finding the confidence to read tarot professionally; 

Goethe and ‘wholeness’ and the experience of understanding with the heart rather than the head; 

consciousness and the brain as a ‘receiver’ – something I’d often thought but finally found 

articulated in Kripal17. But perhaps most importantly, finding the words to explain my experience of 

 
17 ‘Put simply, the filter (or transmission) thesis suggest that consciousness (as opposed to social identity, 
cognition, culture or ego) is filtered, reduced or transmitted through the brain and not produced by it’ (Kripal, 
Jain and Prophet, 2014, p. 379).   

Learning Journal – 20th November 2016 

“If this image could speak it would say WRITE! It’s about my sci-fi novel and using what I’m 

learning. I’ve been struggling for years with how to give it psychological and spiritual depth…I 

think the unacknowledged reason for doing this course was to find that. Illumination breaking 

out of the (cosmic) egg and the quills as angel wings…” 
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initiation has not only helped me articulate it, but has also rooted it firmly in my psyche.  The course 

is, and continues to be, an astonishing opportunity and journey of discovery. Finally, here is my 

favourite collage: 

 

Collage - 27th November 2016 – ‘Legend’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Learning Journal – 27th February 2017 

Something quite romantic about this…it has the feeling of legend and myth, though the fading 

roses and the thorns perhaps show it’s not all a ‘bed of roses’. The three young men, knights 

and rock stars. Rock stars as modern daemons. The colours of twilight, Sleeping Beauty has 

awoken. Excalibur rising from the waves. The pure innocence of the young princess, smiling and 

bearing gifts. She is the maiden the boys fight for in the courtly love tales, for honour and the 

pleasure of service. The stars, and the fairy tale castle reaching into the sunset sea. The girl is 

more interested in giving than receiving, the pile of treasure is behind her unnoticed. Her head 

is ‘open’ to the stars, to the Cosmos. 
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Appendix 1 

More About Albertus 

Collins (2010 pp.5-7) also recounts how Albertus’s reputed involvement with magic was not such a 

problem during his own time as ‘the magical arts were, by precise form, variously condemned, 

tolerated, accepted as benign and even cultivated.’, but by the fifteenth century it had become a 

problem and his order, the Dominicans set about refuting these speculations as they appealed for 

his canonization in the 1480s with spirited vitae18. The problem wasn’t helped by a number of 

magical texts being falsely attributed to Albertus. Perhaps it is significant that Albertus wasn’t 

canonized until 1931 having been beatified in 1622. 

Albertus was also thought to have authored the Emerald Tablet19 as only the Latin version was 

extant until 1923 when an earlier Arabic version came to light, (Anonymous, 2002 p.23). Another 

apocryphal story about him is that he ‘had naturally a very dull wit’ and that he struggled to achieve 

the level of learning required by his Order. About to give up and leave, he had a vision of the Virgin 

Mary in which she offered him the choice of excelling in either philosophy of divinity. He chose 

philosophy and then the ‘Holy Virgin told him he should surpass all men of his time in that science, 

but that, as a punishment for not choosing divinity, he should, before his death, relapse into his 

former stupidity.’  The story goes on that after this apparition he so improved in all the sciences that 

he quickly surpasses his teachers but that three years before his death, in the middle of giving a 

lecture he forgot everything and realised that the prediction had come true. He went on to say that 

‘he was miraculously converted from an ass into a philosopher, and, afterwards from a philosopher 

into an ass’.  

He was also reputedly a very short man, so much so that when ‘he came before the Pope, after 

standing some time in his presence, his Holiness desired him to rise, thinking he had been kneeling.’ 

(Barratt, 2000 p. 573-4).  

 

 
18 These were produced by the friar Peter of Prussia (Legend of the Venerable Lord Albert the Great (Legenda 
venerabilis domini Alberti Magni) published in 1486 or 1487 and Rudolph of Nijmengen (The Legend of the 
Learned Albert the Great (Legenda litteralis Alberti Magni) published in 1490). Their main defence was that as 
a renowned teacher, Albertus needed to investigate magical arts so he could guide others away from evil, 
(Collins, 2010 pp.5-7) 
19 One of the foundation texts of hermeticism originally ascribed to Hermes Trismegistus. 
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Appendix 2 

The Initiation – Autobiographical Details 

 

Collage - 19th March 2017 -  Hearts and Owls: Love and Wisdom 

I’d emigrated to New Zealand in 1985 with my new husband ready to start a new life away from the 

horrors of Chernobyl and Thatcher’s Britain. Jon (my husband) was an expert in Artificial Intelligence 

computing and had been hired to help radically transform the NZ banking system. He was recognised 

as a genius in his field but as I discovered he was also schizophrenic and after one particularly bad 

psychotic episode he was hospitalized. The whole experience was extremely traumatic for both of 

us, and more so because of the weird ‘psychic happenings’ I also experienced – things like being able 

to predict to the minute when he would arrive home – I would just know when he was coming, and I 

would know immediately he was in the middle of a psychotic episode – it seemed to announce itself 

through the ether. It convinced me that schizophrenia, as Julian Jeynes (2003) suggests (and 

fortunately I’d read his book and so had some notion of what was going on), is a throwback to a 

form of participatory consciousness that externalises gods and daemons, so they occur as ‘literally’ 

real, but as they no longer have space in the current modern consciousness subject/object divide, 

they become pathological. NZ is a very enlightened country and after a short spell in wonderful 

mental hospital in the countryside he recovered and started taking anti-psychotic medication and 

things went back to normal. Then, a few months later, I got a phone call at three o’clock in the 

morning to tell me my 21-year-old brother (and only sibling) had been killed in a car crash. I flew 
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back to England for the funeral and to be with my utterly distraught mother. I distinctly remember at 

the funeral -  my brother’s coffin being carried into church by his flight of ashen-faced young men 

(he was in the Airforce) and the priest walking behind reciting ‘and love will conquer death’ [taken 

from the Bible - ‘Song of Songs’ 8:6]. I remember taking it very literally and wailing internally ‘just tell 

me how!’.  

 On my return to NZ we bought a house and tried to get on with life. Things were manageable for a 

while, until one Saturday morning, getting out of bed, I had the sensation of not being able to 

connect with the ground. I was walking around, but I felt ‘I’ was out of alignment with my body, by 

about six inches – up and to the right. Like I was looking over my own right shoulder. I also had a 

very peculiar feeling in my right arm – like it didn’t belong to me. It was perfectly functional, but it 

just wasn’t mine and it kept floating away from me – my physical arm would stay where it was, but 

the feeling of my arm would float off, away from my body. When a long walk down a beach didn’t fix 

it, I knew something was deeply amiss. 

What followed was a long and arduous journey of trying to find ‘the answer’. The GP (after sticking 

pins in my arm and finding I had normal function) told me my problems weren’t physical and sent 

me to a Jungian psychotherapist where I spent a few fruitless months exploring my childhood. I also 

tried various other therapies both conventional and alternative with no success.  

The thing that always struck me as strange, was that despite this condition having all the hallmarks 

of nervous breakdown (including frequent panic attacks where I honestly believed I was about to 

die) I was able to hold down challenging jobs (as a lawyer and then as an IT project manager 

responsible for a multi-million-dollar budget) and function quite normally in public. But I was still out 

of my body and having frightening dreams where I was dead, buried in the ground, but conscious. I 

rationalised these as being ‘natural’ after the death of my brother, but their effect was dread-full. I 

remember writing at great length in my diary of the time how all things spiritual, God, angels, 

religion, were simply a manmade effort to try and overcome the heart-breaking nature of grief and 

the fear of death. Everything became reduced to the fear of death. There was no God and never had 

been. 

Eventually I started having ‘rebirthing’ sessions and I started to feel more grounded. But then, one 

morning in a hotel in Auckland (I was on a business trip) I looked in the mirror to put makeup on. 

What I saw looking back was terrifying. A hideous misshapen demonic face that slowly started 

melting like wax. It was my face and it was real, I was wide awake.  I was frozen with horror and 

couldn’t move for a couple of minutes, but then as the adrenaline kicked in, I managed to get up and 
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find my way to the room next door where a couple of colleagues were staying. They calmed me 

down with sweet tea. 

 A few weeks later I was invited to a new spiritual group and as I was trying anything and everything I 

turned up and was introduced to ‘A Course In Miracles’. Between that and the rebirthing and some 

Buddhist meditation I finally recovered. The whole journey had taken about three years.  

 

Collage – 20th November 2016 ‘Balance’ (perhaps something about left and right brain hemispheres?) 

Looking back from the distance of thirty years, there are deep resonances here. The ‘Song of Songs’ 

is a beautiful (reminiscent of Sufi poetry) hymn about the Soul and the One seeking each other out. 

Soaked through with Eros it seems to me entirely mystical and wonderful. At the time it seemed 

preposterous – I took it literally and I thought the priest was being cruel and unkind: ‘love conquer 

death? Just wishful thinking.’  I had been kidnapped by Hades and taken to the Underworld from 

which I could see no escape. I had travelled to a strange land; literally (NZ), psychologically and 

metaphorically. Further, that I should be rescued by a technique called ‘rebirthing’ is not a 

connection that I made at the time. Finally, that I should find my way back (from Hades?) through 

the lessons taught in the Workbook of A Course in Miracles, a gnostic and Neoplatonic ‘channelled’ 

text seems highly appropriate. The whole experience is redolent with symbolism and Soul which I 

can, even now, scarcely begin to unravel.  
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Appendix 3 

Personal Myth: ‘The Barrier’ 

Synopsis 

Set in a galaxy, ‘Far, far away’, a catastrophe is brewing. An energy field that for millennia has been 

static around a solar system cutting it off from the rest of the galaxy has started to contract and the 

first planet in its wake has been destroyed. Colloquially known as ‘The Barrier’, strange droid craft 

are also emerging from beyond it, wreaking havoc on unsuspecting planets. 

Raven, the main protagonist, is a scientist working on a research station based on an asteroid near 

The Barrier. Things are not going well. At the outset of the story they have lost most of their own 

droid craft and The Barrier is drawing perilously close. In the final battle with the alien droid craft 

before they must evacuate, Raven’s lover is killed, and she is plunged into despair. She then starts 

having strange dreams and visions, and in one of them she meets ‘The Sorceress’ and is instructed to 

visit a sanctuary run by the Universal Creed on a small out-of-the-way planet where she is promised 

she will be given the secret of The Barrier. She leaves the rest of her colleagues to regroup 

elsewhere and sets off on her own.  

The entire star system is run by two opposing forces. The Universal Creed, headed by Cleon the 

Hierophant – a religious institution whom it is suspected had something to do with the appearance 

of The Barrier, and the Xchange – a huge trading system that operates across all the planets. The 

network is run by an elite group of families and is all powerful as without a network identity it is 

impossible to survive: everything happens through it (money, food, ability to travel, 

identity/legitimacy). The current Xchange Controller has disappeared and has not been seen for a 

while, yet nobody knows for quite how long he has been gone. Political strife is starting to erupt as 

various interest groups, including the Universal Creed start to position themselves to take over the 

Xchange. Panic is starting to build on the ‘outer planets’ as people flee to inner planets furthest 

away from The Barrier. 

The race is on to discover the secrets of The Barrier and to ‘get through it’ and stop its destruction as 

well as discover what’s on the other side. Through a series of adventures and discoveries the true 

nature of The Barrier is revealed with surprising and unexpected consequences. 

 


